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sequently personated her at Orleans and elsewhere was not
a pretender bet the real authentic Joan. He Is able to cite
Cauchon's pro-Joan partiality In support of his view. As
to the assessors, the objection to them Is not that they were
a row of uniform rascals, but that they were political
partisans of Joan's enemies. This is a valid objection to all
such trials; but In the absence of neutral tribunals they
are unavoidable. A trial by Joan's French partisans would
have been as unfair as the trial by her French opponents;
and an equally mixed tribunal would produced a
deadlock. Such recent trials as those of Edith Cavell by s
German tribunal and Roger Casement by an English one
were open to the same objection ; but they went forward
to the death nevertheless3 because neutral tribunals
not available. Edith, like Joan, was an arch heretic: in the
middle of the war she declared before the world that
** Patriotism Is not enough/* She nursed enemies back to
health, and assisted their prisoners to escape* making it
abundantly clear that she would help any fugitive or dis-
tressed person without asking whose side he was ony and
acknowledging no distinction before Christ between Tommy
and Jerry and Pitou the poilu. Wei might Edith have
wished that she could bring the Middle Ages back, and
have fifty civilians, learned in the law or vowed to the
service of God, to support two skilled judges in trykg her
case according to the Catholic law of Christendom, and to
argue it out with her at sitting after sitting for many weeks,
The modern military Inquisition was not so squeamish. Ii
shot her out of hand; and her countrymen5 seeing in this
a good opportunity for lecturing the enemy on his intoler-
ance, put up a statue to her* but took particular care not to
inscribe on the pedestal " Patriotism is not enough," for
which omission, and the lie it implies, they wffl need Edith's
intercession when they are themselves brought to iudement

